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The virtual synchronous generator (VSG) control strategy is proposed to mitigate
the low inertia problem in the power systembrought about by the high percentage
of distributed generation connected to the grid and the application of power
electronic devices. In order tomaximize the effectiveness of the advantages of the
flexible and adjustable parameters of VSG control, an adaptive VSG control
strategy considering SOC constraint of the energy storage unit is proposed in
this paper. Considering the significant loss of service life by operating the energy
storage unit at its limit state, based on the rate and degree of change in system
frequency, the adaptive control strategy realizes the online adaptive adjustment of
the inertia factor and damping factor under different perturbation conditions by
adaptively adjusting the control parameters when the system frequency oscillates.
Finally, the effects of this adaptive VSG control method and conventional VSG
control method are compared by simulation in PLECS. Hardware-in-the-loop
(HIL) experimental platforms and semi-physical simulation experiments are
constructed on RTBOX, and the feasibility and validity of this adaptive VSG
control strategy are verified.
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1 Introduction

The “carbon neutral” and “carbon peak” targets proposed by China in 2020 have led to
the rapid development of distributed generation devices represented by photovoltaic power
generation and wind power generation, which has also changed China’s power system
dramatically from a traditional grid with synchronous generators to a new “double-high”
grid which is characterized by containing a high proportion of distributed generation and
power electronics (Jiang et al., 2021). The power electronic converter-based “double-high”
power system is different from the synchronous generator: there is no rotational inertia to
stabilize the system frequency, which will lead to faster frequency change and bigger
fluctuation when the system frequency fluctuates, and it is easier to trigger the system
protection device, which has a serious impact on the dynamic response. In addition, grid
frequency fluctuations can cause huge economic damage to users with high power quality
requirements. This is of great significance to the grid’s consumption of distributed
generation and the realization of smooth grid connection, which will reduce the
difficulty of scheduling and control of large-scale distributed energy grid connection by
enabling grid-connected inverters for distributed generation to have inertial support capacity
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and damping characteristics similar to synchronous generators
(Zheng et al., 2015). As a result, some researchers proposed the
virtual synchronous generator (VSG) control method (Beck and
Hesse, 2007; Lv et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2016), which allow the grid-
connected inverter to provide inertial support by having rotational
inertia and damping factor similar to those with the synchronous
generator.

Based on the idea of inverters simulating synchronous generators,
the EU set up the VSYNC project in 2007 to implement this approach
in order to solve the system stability problems associated with grid-
connected distributed power sources. Two solutions have been
proposed under the auspices of the VSYNC project, namely, the
virtual synchronous machine (VISMA) concept by Prof.
Hans–Peternal Beck of the Technical University of Clausthal,
Germany, and the concept of the VSG control method was
proposed by Prof. J. Driesen of KU Leuven, Belgium, and Prof. K.
Visscher of the Netherlands Energy Research Centre (Visscher and De
Haan, 2008; Zhang et al., 2017a). Since then, the “virtual inertial
frequency control” method was proposed by Professor M. Reza
Iravani’s team at the University of Toronto, and the concept of the
“Synchronverter” was developed by Professor Qingchang Zhong at the
University of Liverpool (Zhong, 2010; Sakimoto et al., 2011), which laid
the foundation for research on VSG control. Researchers have
continued to improve on this basis: the differential link was
introduced into the droop controller of the VSG in the literature
(Beck and Hesse, 2007) to eliminate the lag effect of the system
controller due to calculation and to reduce the operating voltage
difference and frequency deviation of the inverters operating in
parallel. Based on multi-energy complementary microgrids in the
literature (Lv et al., 2012), a new VSG control algorithm is proposed
to improve the power quality of the system. In addition, many papers
have improved the VSG control algorithm in different ways from
different aspects and verified its advantages over the traditional control
algorithm. The research on the VSG control strategy is relatively
mature, but it is mostly limited to controlling the inverter output
constant moment of inertia to simulate the synchronous generator and
fails to effectively exploit the flexible controllability of the virtual inertia.

The VSG control combining distributed generation units and
energy storage units has become a contemporary research hotspot to
take advantage of the flexibility and controllability of the VSG control
method. The research is most prominent in the field of distributed
power generation represented by wind energy, photovoltaic, and energy
storage, which enables to make distributed power sources such as wind
and storage have the function of primary frequency regulation and
voltage regulation while being stable and connected to the grid. For
DIFG with the VSG control, Zhang et al. (2017b) provided system
inertia by analogizing the wind turbine converter DC side to rotor
motion.Wang et al. (2011) introduced a VSG-controlled energy storage
system on the AC output side of the system with inertia and damping
characteristics of the wind power generation system. A VSG control
strategy without a phase-locked loop is proposed in Wang et al. (2015),
and the effect of wind energy fluctuations on the wind turbine
momentum variation is analyzed. The energy storage unit was
connected to the DC side of the wind power generation in Zeng
et al. (2015), and the study proposed that the rotor kinetic energy of
the wind turbine is limited and only suitable for short-time inertia and
damping support; adding the energy storage unit can improve the
inertial support capacity and damping of the wind turbine, which can

provide a more durable regulation capability for the system, and also
integrate the relationship between energy storage capacity and inertia
damping to establish the optimal configuration scheme of energy
storage. The effect of reactive power on the VSG control operation
parameters was studied in Yuan et al. (2017), where the parameter
selection boundary considering the system reactive power was
proposed, and the mechanism of the action of inertia and damping
was illustrated by analyzing the effect of different inertia levels and
damping factors on the characteristics of VSG operation. The influence
of the energy storage SOCon the selection of VSGoperating parameters
was analyzed in Xin et al. (2015), and the upper and lower boundaries
for the selection of VSG operating parameters were obtained to ensure
safe and stable operation of the system.

An inertia calculation method for energy storage systems is
presented in Hu et al. (2018a) to evaluate the equivalent inertia
provided by using VSG control methods. It is stated in Deng et al.
(2018) that the use of VSG control allows the energy storage device to
participate in the primary frequency regulation process of the system,
but when the frequency deviation is very large, the sag control leads to a
decrease in the frequency stability of the system. In Hu et al. (2018b), by
using the SOC of the energy storage unit as a constraint, the energy
storage device ismade to provide inertia support for the systemwith the
service life taken into account, but removing the SOC hastily because
the energy storage device is in the limiting operation state will lead to
system instability. The transient stability of power systems containing
energy storage devices was analyzed in Chen et al. (2018), and a linear
feedback inertia measurement method was proposed to discuss the
effects of control parameters, energy storage capacity, and
communication delay on the system inertia constant but without
providing a solution. In Hammad et al. (2017), adaptive control of
energy storage devices is used to achieve flexible changes in system
inertia, which can improve the penetration level of distributed
generation devices and the integration of multiple microgrids, but
the impact of the energy storage system’s own characteristics on the
virtual inertia is ignored. The effect of the load-side LC filter on the DC
voltage is mostly ignored in the aforementioned studies, which consider
the load side as A load with constant power. Zhang et al. (2019)
compared photovoltaic and wind power generation in terms of energy
storage, pointing out that unlike the rotating mechanical structure of
wind turbines, stationary photovoltaic elements have no energy storage
capacity, while energy storage units and capacitors as energy storage
elements can only call on stationary energy. The power angle
characteristic and rotor oscillation curves in synchronous generators
are considered in Zhu et al. (2021), and themechanism of the rotational
inertia effect on the frequency stability of the microgrid is analyzed. An
adaptive rotational inertia VSG control strategy was proposed in Li et al.
(2020), which offers some superiority over droop control in terms of
frequency regulation. Zhu et al. (2020) investigated the adaptive
rotational inertia of VSGs, which adjusts the magnitude of rotational
inertia according to the amount of deviation and the rate of change of
frequency due to load changes. However, this study was conducted on a
single subject. The VSG control for PV systems without energy storage
was designed in Zheng et al. (2017) so that PV systems without storage
can also simulate synchronous generator characteristics. Energy storage
and PV systems were combined in He (2015) to make the PV system
inertial and damped by VSG control. The VSG control scheme for PV
storage systems from an energy management point-of-view was
improved in Li et al. (2017) to improve the self-coordinated
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distribution of power between multiple distributed sources. To address
the power coupling problem in the control of PV systems in practice,
Arco et al. (2015) and Qu et al. (2018) proposed a VSG control strategy
with increased virtual impedance to solve the coupling problem.

In summary, this paper proposes an adaptive VSG control
method, which adjusts the control according to the SOC of the
energy storage unit and the frequency change of the system, from the
considerations of prolonging the service life of the energy storage
unit and improving the dynamic response capability of the VSG
control, with the main contributions.

(1) An adaptive VSG method is proposed by dividing the SOC state
of the energy storage unit; when the SOC is in the limit state, the
size of the virtual inertia can be adjusted autonomously
according to its SOC so as to avoid deep charging and
discharging loss of the energy storage unit.

(2) When the SOC is in the safe operation interval, the controller
can automatically adjust the inertia support capacity provided
by the energy storage unit, according to the change in the system
frequency, accelerate the system frequency recovery, realize the
adaptive control, and enhance the stability of the system
operation. Compared with the conventional VSG control
method, this method combines the different states of SOC
and the system frequency changes to improve the frequency
characteristics of the system under the premise of ensuring the
safe and stable operation of the system.

(3) The simulation and semi-physical models of the three-terminal
optical storage microgrid system are built in PLECS, and the
validity of the control method and the reference significance for
engineering practice are proved by conducting hardware-in-
the-loop (HIL) experiments in RTBox.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
the VSG control principle, the microgrid structure with PV and energy
storage, and the power system inertia assessment method considering
distributed power connection. Section 3 classifies the SOC states and
proposes an adaptive VSG control method considering the energy
storage SOC constraints. Section 4 verifies the effectiveness of the
method through corresponding simulations and HIL experiments.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Virtual synchronous generator
control principle

2.1 Topology of the microgrid

This paper takes a four-terminal AC PV-storage microgrid as
the research model, which consists of four parts, namely,
photovoltaic power generator, energy storage unit, synchronous
generator G1, and load. The four-terminal AC PV-storage
microgrid system topology is shown in Figure 1, where the AC-
side grid-connected inverter of the PV storage unit adopts the VSG
control strategy, the PV generation unit is a distributed generation
unit with a constant power control mode, and the power fluctuations
due to load fluctuations are smoothed by the energy storage device to
maintain the system balance. Generator G1 works in a constant

powermodel to satisfy the basic power requirements of the loads; the
load side is a constant power load.

2.2 VSG control strategy

Figure 2 shows the system structure of VSG. Vdc represents the
equivalent DC voltage source of the PV and energy storage units
after they are converged to the DC bus through their DC/DC
converters; Sa1,Sb1,Sc1,Sa2,Sb2,Sc2 is the control signal of the
inverter switching tube; eabc is the root mean square value of the
AC voltage output from the three-phase bridge arm of the inverter;
Pref is the active power reference; Qref is the reactive power reference
value; Vabc is the voltage at the output of the inverter; Lf is the filter
inductor of the LC filter; Cf is the filter capacitor of the LC filter; and
Zload is the equivalent impedance of the load.

The DC/AC inverter adopts the VSG control strategy and
introduces a virtual inertia link in the d-axis control loop so that
the output characteristics of the inverter are similar to those of the
synchronous generator, with inertia regulation and primary
frequency regulation. Similarly, the primary voltage regulation
function of the inverter is realized by simulating the
electromagnetic characteristics in the q-axis control loop. The
control equations of both are as follows:

Pin − Pout � Jωm
dωm

dt
+D ωm − ωg( ), (1)

where Pin is the synchronous generator shaft power; Pout is the
generated power; J is the system inertia coefficient; D is the system
damping coefficient; ωm is the rotor angular velocity; and ωg is the
grid angular velocity.

The swing equation of the synchronous generator is shown in
Eq. 1.

Pin � P0 −Kp ωm − ω0( ). (2)

The relationship between the sway equation and droop control
can be obtained by combining the two as follows:

P0 − Kp ωm − ω0( ) − Pout � Jωm
dωm

dt
+D ωm − ωg( ), (3)

ωm � − 1
Kp

Pout − P0( ) + ω0, (4)

FIGURE 1
Topological diagram of the optical storage microgrid.
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where P0 is the system reference power, Kp is the droop factor,
ωm is the rotor angular velocity, ω0 is the reference angular velocity,
Pout is the generated power, J is the coefficient of rotary inertia, D is
the system damping factor, and ωg is the grid angular velocity.

Comparing the droop control equation and the synchronous
generator sway equation, it can be seen that the synchronous
generator sway equation is equivalent to the droop control
equation when inertia and damping (i.e.) are not considered, so
the droop control and VSG control relationship can be obtained as
follows:

Pin − Kp ωm − ω0( ) − Pout � Jωm
dωm

dt
+D ωm − ωg( ), (5)

where Pin and Pout are the synchronous generator shaft power and
power generated, respectively, Kp is the droop factor, ωm is the rotor
angular velocity, ωg is the grid angular velocity, J is the coefficient of
rotary inertia, and D is the system damping factor.

The VSG control method of the DC/AC inverter is shown in
Figure 3. According to the rotor motion equation, the VSG control is
introduced into the control system of the DC/AC inverter so that the
inverter has a similar phase and amplitude of the potential inside the
synchronous generator, where the expression of the rotor equation
of motion is as follows:

ωVSG � 1
Js

1
D

ωm − ωg( ) + P0 − Pout −Kp ωVSG − ωg( )[ ], (6)

where P0 is the system reference power; Pout is the generated
power; J is the system inertia coefficient; D is the system damping
coefficient; ωVSG is the rotor angular velocity of VSG; ωm is the rotor
angular velocity; ωg is the grid angular frequency; ω0 is the reference
angular velocity; and Kp is the droop coefficient.

The virtual synchronous control strategy mainly consists of
three parts, namely, the virtual inertia controller, active-
frequency controller, and reactive-voltage controller, all of
which use the droop controller and output power value Pm
and voltage value E0, respectively, which are input to the
virtual inertia controller. In the virtual inertia controller, the
power value Pm and the real active power Pe are transformed by
the rotor equation to obtain the rotor angular velocity ω of the
VSG control method, and the voltage value E0 is input to the rotor
converter through vector synthesis and virtual impedance, which
generates a three-phase PWM modulated signal for controlling
the DC/AC inverter after dq transformation and PI control.
Similar to the wind turbine, the PV storage unit will respond
to changes in system frequency by introducing a new variable in
the reference power that is related to the system frequency and
adjusting its own output power to suppress frequency
fluctuations.

2.3 System inertia indicators during
distributed power connection

For the new “double-high” power system with a high
percentage of renewable energy and power electronics, the
distributed generation and power electronics need to provide
different inertia support for different oscillation frequencies to
improve the dynamic response of the system, so the equivalent
rotational inertia of the system needs to be evaluated. When
different proportions of distributed generation are connected to
the grid by inverters with the VSG control, the equivalent total
inertia Hz of the system can be expressed as follows:

FIGURE 2
VSG system structure diagram.
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Hz �
∑n
k�1

Js,kω2
m/ 2p2

n,k( ) + ∑η
k�n+1

HkSk

∑n
k�1

Sk + ∑n
k�1

Ek

, (7)

where n is the number of synchronous machines in the system;
Js,k and Pn,k are the rotational inertia and the number of pole pairs of
synchronous machines, respectively; Sk and Ek are the rated capacity
of synchronous machines and kinetic energy, respectively, ∑n

k�1Sk
and ∑n

k�1Ek are the new energy capacity connected to the system
and the kinetic energy part of which is involved in the inertial link of
the system, respectively.

3 Adaptive VSG control method
considering energy storage SOC
constraints

The power constraint and lifetime issues of energy storage systems in
practical engineering applications are ignored in the current VSG control
research, regardless of whether the control objective is to maintain
constant inertia output or to consider the energy storage unit output
power. The lifetime of the energy storage device can be significantly
shortened by deep charging and discharging at the operating limit state.

In response to the aforementioned deficiencies in the VSG control
method, an adaptive VSG control method that adaptively adjusts
control parameters depending on the speed and amplitude of the
system frequency change is proposed based on the consideration of
the energy storage SOC constraint. On one hand, the strategy takes into
account the amplitude and speed of the system frequency change, and
can flexibly provide inertial support to maintain the system frequency
stability according to the actual change situation. On the other hand, it
takes into account the SOC state to avoid the charging and discharging
behaviors under the limit operation state, resulting in a significant
shortening of the service life of the energy storage unit.

3.1 Energy storage elements for frequency
support

For energy storage elements, their SOC is closely related to their
operating conditions. The system disturbances caused by load

fluctuations are smoothed out by the energy storage unit by
absorbing and releasing power, and the SOC of the energy
storage unit is changing in this process.

For the energy storage element in the full charge state, its rated
capacity is Qn, and the discharge current during the discharge
process is iB(t), then the SOC at moment t can be described by
the parameter γSOC, which can be expressed as follows:

γsoc �
QN − ∫iB t( )dt

QN
� Qr

QN
, (8)

where iB is the output current of energy storage element charging
and discharging, Qn is the reference power of the energy storage unit,
and Qr is the remaining power of the energy storage unit.

Similarly, the energy of the energy storage element can be
calculated by the aforementioned SOC description function λSOC,
which can be expressed as follows:

WB � ∫ uBiB t( )dt � uBQNλSOC−0, (9)

where uB and iB are the output voltage and current of energy
storage element charging and discharging, respectively, Qn is the
reference power of the energy storage unit, and λSOC-0 is the starting
and charging state parameters of the energy storage element.

For the new energy and storage mode of the optical storage system,
when the grid frequency changes due to load fluctuations, the optical
storage unit as a stationary unit usually does not have the ability to
release or absorb rotor kinetic energy but can be improved by
improving the energy storage unit active control strategy, and
participates in regulating the grid frequency to improve grid
stability. Although usually equipped with energy storage is only used
to smooth out PV output power fluctuations, but if sufficient energy
storage units can be called for a short period of time, the grid can still be
considered to have the energy reserves to effectively suppress sudden
changes in frequency in the short term. As the energy storage unit can
regulate the charging and discharging current through fast power
control, at the onset of the system frequency fluctuation,
theoretically, the energy storage unit has the inertial response
capability equivalent to that of a synchronous generator.

The input and output power of the energy storage unit changes
due to the change in the system frequency and its energy change in
this process can be expressed as follows:

FIGURE 3
VSG control block diagram.
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WB � ∫ uBiB t( )dt � ∫ Jvir B
ωe

p2
n

dωe, (10)

Jvir B � p2
nuBQNd 1 − γsoc( )/ ωedωe( ), (11)

where Jvir_B is the virtual rotational inertia of VSG, ωe is the rotor
angular velocity, pn is the polar logarithm, and WB is the power of
the energy storage unit.

When the grid frequency changes lead to power fluctuations in the
system, we can change the static energy in the energy storage device and
can provide a new inertia support for the system, and the size of its
kinetic energy is equivalent to the rotational inertia of Jvir_B, the pole
logarithm of the pn synchronous generator set. Based on the
aforementioned analysis, the virtual rotational inertia of the energy
storage unit is closely related to its own voltage, state of charge, and
system frequency. The aforementioned analysis shows the inertial
response of the energy storage unit as follows:

Jvir B � − JsωeWBdγsc
2γsoc00ωeEkdωe

≈ − Js
kBWB

2Ek
, (12)

where ΔγSOC is the charging state of the energy storage device;
Δωe is the angular velocity variation of the synchronous generator;
and kB=(ΔγSOC/ΔγSOC-0)/(Δωe/ωe) is a ratio indicating the ratio of the
rate of change of SOC to the rate of change of rotational speed.

3.2 SOC state classification

However, in theory, the energy storage element can play the
same role as a synchronous motor through control to provide inertia
for the system but to consider its own characteristics as a constraint.
The energy storage unit can be divided into three states with its own
charge state situation: safe charge/discharge state (20% ≤
SOC ≤90%), over-discharge alert state (SOC <20%), and
overcharge alert state (SOC >90%). When the energy storage unit
is in the safe charge/discharge state, it can be analyzed in accordance
with the aforementioned control and theory by introducing the
system frequency deviation signal, attaching virtual inertia control,
controlling the discharge current of the energy storage unit by
adjusting the magnitude of the inertia time constant, virtualizing
the rotational inertia, and providing inertia support for the system,
while when the energy storage unit is in the over-discharge alert state
or over-charge alert state, it needs to be analyzed separately.

In this paper, four main influencing factors are considered: the
battery charge/discharge limit, frequency variation rate, converter
capacity, and system power adjustable amount per unit time. In the
power flow process of the system, the VSG-controlled energy storage
unit plays a crucial role, and its safety and stability are closely related
to the safe and stable operation of the system; so the operating limit
of the energy storage unit is taken as the main constraint in the
aforementioned constraints, and the SOC is used to characterize the
working state of the energy storage unit. In the aforementioned
inertia analysis of energy storage components, it is known that the
battery charge state directly determines the operating state of the
battery, which is mainly divided into three states, as shown in
Table 1.

When a disturbance occurs in the system, such as a sudden
increase in load resulting in a frequency dip, the converter on the
storage unit side monitors system frequency deviation A, and if the

storage unit is already in the over-discharge alert state, the discharge
current needs to be controlled to 0. At this time, the storage unit
cannot provide inertia support for the system, and the PV module
can still work in the maximum power point tracking mode. When
the energy storage unit is discharged, if it is in the low inertia zone in
the figure, the energy storage unit can still provide a part of the
virtual inertia for a short time until the charge state drops to the
over-discharge alert zone when the discharge stops, the virtual
inertia of the low inertia zone can be expressed as follows:

Jvir−B � −JsWBωe γSOC−MIN − 0.2( )
2EkΔωeγsoc0

, (13)

Likewise, if when a disturbance occurs in the system, such as a
sudden load reduction resulting in a rise in frequency, the energy
storage unit side converter monitors the amount of change in the
system frequency Δf>0.A The operating state is first determined by
the SOC state of the energy storage unit. If the energy storage unit is
in the overcharge alert zone state, the control energy storage unit
charging current is 0, at which time the energy storage unit can no
longer provide inertial support. When the energy storage unit is
charging, if it is in the low inertia zone in the figure, the energy
storage unit can still charge to provide a part of inertial support until
the charge state rises to the overcharged alert zone when the energy
storage unit stops working. The virtual inertia of this low inertia
zone can be expressed as follows:

Jvir−B � −JsWBωe 0.9 − γSOC−MAX( )
2EkΔωeγsoc0

. (14)

3.3 Adaptive virtual inertial control strategy

When load fluctuation occurs in the system, it will cause the grid
frequency to oscillate. If the regulation is only based on the
aforementioned virtual synchronous generator control, although
it can maintain the stability of the AC grid bus, the inertia
support it provides for the system is a constant value and the
system frequency changes at any time, so it cannot provide
inertia support flexibly according to the system frequency change.
Based on this problem, this project designs an adaptive inertia
control that considers the speed and degree of the system
frequency change, and its control method is shown in Figure 4.

In this paper, on the basis of the original VSG control method
and synchronous motor swing equation, the rate of change and the
amplitude of change in the process of frequency fluctuation when
disturbance occurs in the system are considered comprehensively to
determine the adaptive inertia time constant for virtual inertia
control of new energy.

TABLE 1 Relationship between battery running status and SOC.

SOC Running status

SOC<20% Over-release alert status

20%<SOC<90% Safe operation status

SOC>90% Over-charge alert status
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3.4 Adaptive inertia time constant

When the battery is in normal operation, the effect of the SOC
on the virtual inertia H can be neglected, but the effects of the rate
and amplitude of frequency change, converter capacity, and
maximum instantaneous power can be considered. When the
frequency change speed is higher and the frequency deviation is
larger, it will cause the instantaneous exchange power to be very high
and the amount of active change to increase; at this time, H should
be increased to improve the inertia of the lifting system so as to
reduce the burden on the converter, and to avoid the power change
being too large and leading to the collapse of the system.

Therefore, the expression of the virtual inertial parameter H is
proposed for different working states of the battery:

1) When the system energy storage SOC satisfies 20%
<SOC<90%, the system inertia adaptive coefficient expression
designed in this paper is as follows, considering the speed and
amplitude of the frequency change of the system:

H �
H0

df

dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣< β,

k1
df

dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣( )k2+AΔkx

+H0
df

dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣≥ β,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(15)

where A is determined by the difference in the degree of frequency
change of the following systems:

A � 0 fm − f
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣<Δf,

1 fm − f
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣≥Δf,{

where H0 is the size of the inertia of the system in normal
operation, k1 and k2 are the adjustment coefficients, the value of A is
determined by the aforementioned formula, Δkx is the parameter
adjustment step, and β and Δf are the system frequency fluctuation
threshold and the system frequency limited maximum fluctuation
value, respectively.

2) When the system energy storage SOC satisfies SOC<20%, if the
battery is still discharged normally in this state, it will greatly deplete its
service life, at this time, according to the energy storage components
SOC to regulate its inertial support of the system as follows:

H � k3SOC
BH0 SOC< 20%, (16)

where k3 and B are the adjustment factors for the system energy
storage at SOC <20%.

3) When the system energy storage SOC satisfies SOC>90%, the
battery reaches its charging limit state; in this state, still, normal

charging will greatly deplete its service life. At this time, according to
the energy storage element SOC to adjust its inertia support to the
system

H � k4 1 − SOC( )CH0 SOC> 90%, (17)
where k4 and C are the adjustment factors for the system energy
storage at SOC>90%.

In summary, when SOC constraints of the energy storage device
and the speed and degree of change of the system frequency are
considered, the systematic equivalent inertia provided to the system
by the distributed generation and energy storage system when the
frequency oscillates can be adjusted as follows:

H �

k3SOC
BH0 0≤ SOC< 20%,

k1
df
dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣( )k2+AΔkx

+H0 20%≤ SOC≤ 90%,

k4 1 − SOC( )CH0 90%< SOC< 100%,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(18)

where k1, k2, k3, B, and C are the adjustment factors used according
to different SOC states.

By observing Eq. 18, it can be found that |df/dt| and H present a
positive correlation; |Δf| and H present a negative correlation; and Pt
and H present a negative correlation. In other words, H increases
with the increase in |df/dt| and decreases with the increase in |Δf| and
Pt, and the trend is consistent with the actual engineering
requirements. When the effect of the SOC of the energy storage
device is ignored, this VSG control strategy can adjust the control
parameters in the form of the power function and exponential
function to improve the dynamic response of the system to
perturbations. When the energy storage unit is in the limit
operation state, the control strategy can self-adaptively adjust H
based on SOC to ensure that the lifetime of the energy storage device
is extended under the premise of safe and stable operation of the
system. Moreover, when the SOC of the energy storage device is in
safe operation, this adaptive VSG control method responds to the
perturbation better than the conventional VSG control, which can
improve the system operation status.

As described previously, the proposed control procedure for the
adaptive VSG control strategy can be provided, as shown in Figure 5.
According to Figure 5, the virtual inertia parameter H can be
corrected in time as the constraints change. This is the advantage
and key of this adaptive VSG control strategy. It is worth noting that
this constraint includes SOC of the energy storage device, frequency
change rate, and frequency deviation, among others. Then, the VSG
system can adapt to various operating states of the energy storage
device utilizing that adaptive control. The response speed and
system stability of the VSG can also be improved.

4 Simulation and hardware-in-the-loop
experimental analysis

The effectiveness of this adaptive VSG control method is
demonstrated using a common microgrid containing PV and
energy storage as the research object, and a grid-connected
simulation model of PV-storage microgrid is built in PLECS, as
shown in Figure 2. The specific simulation parameters are shown in

FIGURE 4
Adaptive inertial control structure.
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Table 2. In this example, the AC bus frequency variation of the
system access load at 1s under the normal SOC state condition of the
energy storage unit is considered to compare the actual effect of the
conventional VSG control method and the adaptive VSG control
method. The simulation results are shown in Figures 6–8. The
variation of conventional VSG control and adaptive VSG control
in terms of virtual inertia is given in Figure 9 when the system AC
bus frequency is varied.

Different load disturbances of 20, 40, and 60 kW are connected
to the grid with the conventional VSG control and adaptive VSG
control methods at 1s, where the adjustment coefficients in the
adaptive parameters are: k1 = 2, k2 = 5, Δkx = 8, β = 0.5, and Δf = 0.02.
The results obtained in the PLECS simulation are shown as follows.

Table 3–5 compares the simulation results of the conventional VSG
control and the adaptive VSG control methods proposed in this paper
in the area of frequency variation, frequency recovery time, and power

FIGURE 5
Flowchart of adaptive virtual inertia control.
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stabilization time. The data in the table show that when the system
undergoes a 20-kW load fluctuation, the frequency increases from
49.9591 Hz to 49.9733 Hz, resulting in an improvement of 34.72%; the
frequency recovery time decreases from 0.1193 s to 0.10065 s, resulting

in a reduction of 15.63%; and the power stabilization time decreases
from 0.21025s to 0.15585s, resulting in a reduction of 25.87%.When the
system undergoes 40-kW load fluctuation, the frequency increases from
49.8222 Hz to 49.9194 Hz, leading to an increase of 54.67%; the
frequency recovery time decreases from 0.2934 s to 0.2198 s, leading
to a decrease of 25.09%; and the power stabilization time decreases from
0.2053 s to 0.1565s, leading to a decrease of 23.77%. When the system
undergoes 60 kW load fluctuation, the frequency increases from
49.8609 Hz to 49.8788 Hz, resulting in an improvement of 12.87%;

the frequency recovery time decreases from 0.37225 s to 0.2943 s,

resulting in a reduction of 20.94%; and the power stabilization time

decreases from 0.31565 s to 0.25855 s, resulting in a reduction of

18.09%. It is verified that the adaptive VSG control method can

reduce transient fluctuations caused by load fluctuations on theAC side.
The semi-physical and HIL experimental platforms shown in

Figure 10 are constructed to verify the effectiveness of the
adaptive VSG control method. The semi-physical experimental
platform consists of four parts: the RTBox real-time simulation
bench, the DSP control board, the host computer, and the
oscilloscope. The DC voltage source, DC/AC inverter, LC

TABLE 2 Model parameters.

Parameter Value

DC equivalent voltage/V 800

References power/kW 60

References frequency/Hz 50

Rated phase voltage RMS/V 220

J/kg·m-2 0.01

D/N·m·s·rad-1 2

Filter inductor/mH 2

Filter capacitor/uF 30

FIGURE 6
Frequency and power dynamics with 20-kW disturbance. (A) Frequency dynamics. (B) Power dynamics.

FIGURE 7
Frequency and power dynamics with 40-kW disturbance. (A) Frequency dynamics (B) Power dynamics.
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filter, and load are built inside the RTBox, while the adaptive VSG
control method proposed and the conventional VSG control
method are deployed in the DSP controller, which captures
the analog DC voltage and AC voltage output from the RTBox
through the adapter board and generates the PWM drive signal
through internal calculation. The digital input port of the RTBox
captures the PWM drive signal, which drives the internal power
electronics to operate normally. RTBox has 16 analog I/O ports
and 32 digital I/O ports, which satisfy the demand for signal ports
in this experiment. The oscilloscope shows the output frequency
waveform and output power waveform of VSG by connecting the
analog output channel of RTBox. TI’s TM320F28069 is used as

the main control chip of the DSP control board in the semi-
physical experiment.

Figures 11, 12 represent the system frequency dynamics and
power dynamics when a load disturbance occurs, respectively.
As can be seen from the data in the figures, the frequency
deviation increases from 49.91 Hz to 49.95 Hz, having an
improvement of 37.5%; the frequency stabilization time
decreases from 78.2 ms to 14.5 ms, having an improvement
of 18.5%; and the power stabilization time decreases from
124 ms to 60 ms, having an improvement of 51.6%. This is in
general agreement with the data shown in Table 3. By
comparing the experimental results of the conventional VSG

FIGURE 8
Frequency and power dynamics with 60-kW disturbance. (A) Frequency dynamics. (B) Power dynamics.

FIGURE 9
Changes of system inertia under different disturbances.
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control methods with the constant inertia with the adaptive
inertia VSG control strategy, it can be seen that the adaptive
VSG control method proposed in this paper can bring the

system to a steady state more quickly when different system
loads change while making the new steady-state frequency value
of the system closer to the reference frequency with less

TABLE 3 Dynamic amplitude results for frequency.

System disturbance Dynamic amplitude of frequency/Hz

Adaptive VSG control Conventional VSG control Optimization effect (%)

20 kW disturbance 49.9733 49.9591 34.72

40 kW disturbance 49.9194 49.8222 54.67

60 kW disturbance 49.8788 49.8609 12.87

TABLE 4 Dynamic time results for frequency.

System disturbance Dynamic time of frequency/s

Adaptive VSG control Conventional VSG control Optimization effect (%)

20 kW disturbance 0.10065 0.1193 15.63

40 kW disturbance 0.2198 0.2934 25.09

60 kW disturbance 0.2943 0.37225 20.94

TABLE 5 Dynamic time results for power.

System disturbance Dynamic time of power/s

Adaptive VSG control Conventional VSG control Optimization effect (%)

20 kW disturbance 0.15585 0.21025 25.87

40 kW disturbance 0.1565 0.2053 23.77

60 kW disturbance 0.25855 0.31565 18.09

FIGURE 10
Hardware-in-the-loop experimental platform. (A) Hardware-in-the-loop experimental platform design block diagram. (B) Hardware-in-the-loop
experimental platform physical picture.
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variation. It is verified that the adaptive VSG control method
proposed is still effective in HIL experiments and can be
optimized for transients caused by load fluctuations on the
AC side, which is of good practical value.

5 Conclusion

This paper takes the photovoltaic energy storage system as
the research object; the inertia support problem of the distributed
generation system is solved by an adaptive VSG control method.
When evaluating the equivalent inertia, an adaptive VSG control
method is proposed to keep the system frequency oscillations,
which prolongs the service life of the energy storage unit while
ensuring the safe and stable operation of the system. Different
from the conventional VSG control strategy, the adaptive VSG
control method proposed in this paper considers the two ultimate
operating conditions of the energy storage device, adjusts the

virtual inertia according to the rate and degree of frequency
change to accelerate the system frequency recovery, and provides
inertia support for the system while reducing damage to the
energy storage components caused by overcharging and
discharging, and the lifetime of the energy storage unit is
extended.

On the basis of analyzing the equivalent rotational inertia of
the system and the frequency support capability of the energy
storage element, the SOC state of the energy storage element is
divided and the inertia is evaluated by considering the damage of
the service life of the energy storage element due to extreme
operation, when the energy storage element operates within the
safe charging and discharging region by considering the system
frequency change rate and frequency change degree. On the other
hand, the A value determined by the difference between the real-
time frequency and the reference frequency, combined with the
adjustment step, will increase the inertia by increasing the
adaptive index when the amplitude of the system frequency

FIGURE 11
Frequency dynamics with load disturbance. (A) Traditional VSG control. (B) Adaptive VSG control.

FIGURE 12
Power dynamics with load disturbance. (A) Traditional VSG control. (B) Adaptive VSG control.
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change value exceeds the set value. Finally, this paper builds a
four-terminal optical storage microgrid model, compares the
control effects of different VSG strategies through simulation,
and uses RTBox to build a HIL experimental platform. The
results show that the adaptive VSG control method proposed
in this paper can actively adjust the magnitude of the virtual
inertia in real time based on the frequency changes, thus
improving the stable operation performance of the system and
increasing the service life of the converters, energy storage units,
and other equipment.
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